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Introduction
Liverpool City Region has a unique asset – a strength
which sets us apart from the UK’s other cities. It has
defined our past and should be central in securing our
future. It feeds our economy and our quality of life. This
asset is our land and water, our very place on the edge.
What other city offers urban vitality right up to the beach?
Where else in the UK do the forces of nature offer such
potential energy solutions? Where else does urban living
include river and parkland, red squirrels and ferry rides?
What other city brings cruise liners and container shipping
to 800 years of port city diversity?
With the internationally famous and important River
Mersey as our iconic emblem, embracing our place, is
vital for our future.
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Definition: What is Green Infrastructure?
“Our life support system – the network of natural environmental components and
green and blue spaces that lie within our towns and city and provides multiple social,
economic and environmental benefits.”

All environmental assets and landscapes are considered,
including the following:
marine environment and the coast
Mersey and Dee rivers and estuaries
inland watercourses (e.g. Leeds – Liverpool Canal and park lakes)
grasslands
woodlands
agricultural land
urban parks, green spaces and public realm
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What is Nature Connected and what are
our opportunities and challenges?
Nature Connected is the government approved Local Nature Partnership for the Liverpool City
Region (LCR) bringing together public, private and community sector organisations to ensure
our natural environment is harnessed to support economic, social and environmental goals.
Nature Connected represents Liverpool, Knowsley, Halton, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral. We
have strong links with Cheshire, Lancashire, Manchester and the Atlantic Gateway area and
work closely with other city region decision making bodies to achieve our aims.
Government defines Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs) as ‘self-sustaining strategic partnerships
of a broad range of local organisations, businesses and people. They help their local area to
manage the natural environment as a system and to embed its value in local decisions for the
benefit of nature, people and the economy’.
The role of Nature Connected was approved by Defra in 2012 and includes four main areas:
Promoting and valuing the natural environment
Consolidating and coordinating existing groups
Developing, maintaining and using a robust evidence base
Providing strategic influence
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Stretching from our famous coastline to our estuaries,
our urban parks and green spaces, including our rural
hinterland, the richness and diversity of Liverpool City
Region’s natural environment is unique.
Nature Connected will provide strategic leadership and
direction to enhance, harness and celebrate our natural
environmental assets, and with our partners, mobilise
resources to protect and manage them for their intrinsic
value, and to support sustainable economic growth and
improved quality of life.
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Nature Connected Objectives
Natural Assets
Advocate and champion a clear and compelling vision for the Natural Environment
of the Liverpool City Region. Driving forward strategic environmental priorities and
addressing environmental inequalities.

Natural Influence
Engage effectively with strategic partners in all sectors (local government, business,
health, community, education, etc) and particularly with the Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) so Nature Connected becomes a valuable enabling and advisory
partner. Ensure shared understanding and commitment across Nature Connected,
the LEP, Health and Wellbeing Boards (H&WB), and other strategic and community
partners. This should enable the development of a ‘single voice at the strategic level’
and contribute to the achievement of environmental, economic, health and wellbeing,
and cultural objectives.

Natural Delivery
Develop and promote the evidence base on the value of the natural environment to
the people and businesses of the LCR. Act as a forum for best practice exchange,
consultation and engagement. Become a ‘critical friend’ on key strategies and plans
for the LCR to anticipate and improve the environmental performance of strategic
planning, decision-making and investment, programme design and delivery.
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Natural Resilience
Celebrate the legacy and history of environmental community activity and
environmental initiatives and use this as a platform to deliver more sustainable
environmental ‘wins’ to improve the natural, economic and social resilience of the LCR.

Natural Prosperity
Develop and implement innovative programmes that create value for nature, people
and the economy and secure funding/resources to deliver them.

Natural Connections
Work across geographical boundaries with other Local Nature and Economic
Partnerships, particularly Atlantic Gateway and Liverpool Green Partnership to support
strategic alignment of priorities and delivery.
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Overview of natural environment issues
The LCR demonstrates significant contrasts in terms of socio-economic characteristics,
landscape quality and biodiversity. The LCR’s coastline is of very high environmental quality
with numerous international and national designations and urban parks are plentiful, well
used and provide accessible green/ blue spaces. However, inner areas of Liverpool and
elsewhere across the City Region contain areas of dereliction and under-used open space. In
addition, socio-economic and health indicators reveal stark polarities in employment, income,
educational and skills attainment, long term illness and life expectancy.
There is a need to promote and maintain the City Region’s environmental assets, whilst
improving the quality of neglected areas; working to achieve environmental, economic and
social goals through the promotion and maintenance of the natural environment.
There is a particular need in the LCR for a co-ordinated and cohesive approach, arising from
the particular mix of very high quality of the natural assets and the deprivation and health
inequalities evident across the City Region, which have not narrowed significantly during a
period of continued economic growth. The current economic climate creates pressures on the
management of our natural environment and on the wellbeing of our population at precisely
the time we need our environmental assets to support our attractiveness to business and
visitors alike.

1000 Red Squirrels produce almost £1M annual average spend in Formby
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The Liverpool City Region natural environment
is vital for a thriving economy
Green Infrastructure can support economic

8,000 people currently work in the green

development by providing attractive settings,

infrastructure sector in the LCR. Businesses

increasing environmental quality and retaining

and people want to be in areas with

people in the city region to enhance the LCR’s

high quality environments. Well planned

ability to successfully compete for investment

improvements to public spaces in town

on a world stage. The River Mersey is our

centres can boost commercial trading by up

prime environmental and economic asset.

to 40%. High-quality green spaces increase

Key environmental assets help drive the

residential property values by 5–7%.

LCR’s Visitor Economy, specifically the
Sefton Coast, the Wirral Coast, urban parks,

A survey of real estate developers and

Mersey Waterfront and World Heritage Site.

consultants across Europe found that 95% of

Maintaining and managing these assets

respondents believe that open space adds

is crucial to the visitor economy and in

value to commercial property and would be

increasing the resilience of the natural assets.

willing to pay at least 3% more to be in close
proximity to open space. GI is a good value

Evidence

investment generating £8 for every pound
invested.

Cities that take a more holistic, long term view
of investment, in thinking about people first,
will emerge as the most competitive in the
globalised age and ascent of new economies,
while at the same time leaving a legacy that
is more sustainable. To compete on a global
stage then a new landscape urbanism needs
a chance.
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The natural environment provides far more
than direct jobs through provision of essential
services to support economic growth and
society as a whole. Assessment shows that it
generates £750 million of GVA in the LCR.

Wirral Waters Gains £30m from Green Infrastructure
The Wirral Waters scheme boasts:

There are also links to existing investment in
green spaces, including the recently restored

420,000 sq m of office and R&D space

Birkenhead Park, as well as several smaller

13,500 residential units

local parks and open spaces and Forestry

60,000 sq m ancillary retail space

Commission owned Bidston Moss, a potential

38,000 sq m hotel and conference

key recreational gateway to the area.

facilities
100,000 sq m of cultural, education,

The overall programme, including

leisure, community and amenity space

complementary funding, includes street trees,

20,000+ new jobs

the design of new green spaces, temporary
uses of derelict sites and improved access to

The Mersey Forest’s Green Streets are

Bidston Moss costed at £2m.

integral to the Wirral Waters scheme.
Alongside the infrastructure of roads and

Using the Green Infrastructure Valuation

utilities that accompanies new development

Toolkit, it is estimated that economic benefits

will be a network of green infrastructure,

worth £30m NPV, can be achieved through

turning the bleak landscape into one that is

this investment, through a mix of carbon

welcoming and colourful.

reduction, rising land values, attracting visitors
and creating jobs, and improving local health

A network of tree-lined ‘green streets’ is just

and wellbeing.

as important as the engineered infrastructure
of roads and services, creating the conditions
for economic growth. And The Mersey Forest
is planting relatively mature trees to ensure
immediate impact.
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LCR’s existing natural environment
is unique and of great value
Evidence
This is a unique, £100bn asset which if managed
effectively, can be the LCR’s unique selling point and
derive significant societal benefits for the LCR and
the North West. 80% of the Liverpool City Region is
green / blue space, more than any other UK city!
The LCR has hundreds of areas of high biodiversity
value including 4 international Ramsar Sites and 5
European Special Protection Areas, 3 National Nature
Reserves, 19 Sites of Special Scientific Interest, 384
Local Wildlife Sites, and 28 Local Nature Reserves.
The Mersey, Dee, Ribble and Alt estuaries, have the
highest designations, as both Special Protection
Areas and Ramsar sites.
The River Mersey provides economic, cultural and
ecological benefits to the LCR and delivers invaluable
natural capital and ecosystem services.

16,000 businesses across the LCR are involved in Green Infrastructure activity
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The Sefton Coast
The Sefton Coast is a very special place for

and estuaries provide safe refuge for over

nature and one of the most important nature

350,000 birds from the Arctic each autumn,

sites in Great Britain. Over 20% of England’s

winter and spring.

sand dunes and 40% of its dune slacks form
large parts of the Sefton Coast. Together the

Managing and working in this unique place

dunes, sand flats and salt marshes provide

requires special measures. When designing

homes for over 3,500 invertebrates - 33

and implementing the Hightown Dunes

are very rare making the Sefton Coast the

Restoration Scheme finding a way to deliver

most important area in northwest England.

a £1.5 million coast protection scheme that

A similar story unfolds for the plants, where

also provided benefits to wildlife was a huge

the Sefton Coast hosts 37% of all the rare

challenge. Technical challenges included:

plants in northwest England. The Sefton

finding a window when work could be done

coast is also home to the rare special animals

that respected and protected the unique

natterjack toad and sand lizard. The sand flats

plants and animals; having to work in a
number of European and national designated
nature sites; how to move up to 30,000m3
sand from one part of the Sefton coast to
another to use natural coastal processes
of accretion and erosion; and how to work
with the legislation. A standardised, single
construction solution could not be used
and a bespoke scheme was devised. All
planning and nature conservation protection
requirements were followed. The scheme
has delivered protection to Hightown and its
residents and created additional sand dune
habitats that have been rapidly colonised by
the special plants and animals.
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Having high quality green space improves
communities’ health and wellbeing
Evidence
Green space is good for physical and mental health and wellbeing
Green space can reduce health inequalities
People enjoy living near, visiting and creating green spaces – more than 95% think
it is very or fairly important to have green space near their homes
The majority of the public believe that parks and open spaces improve their quality
of life (90%) and that they are important to physical and mental well-being (74%)
Green space can help people to reconnect to healthy food
Communities are stronger and more cohesive with good quality green infrastructure

Natural Choices for Health and Wellbeing Programme
Communities were asked to design their

The five ways to wellbeing as an evidence-based

and assets within the broad framework of

experiential model for increasing wellbeing and

improving health and wellbeing utilising the

capacity for improving wellbeing

local environment. 38 projects formed the

Supporting community assets and community

collaborative programme, which took place

project design

throughout 2012 and was funded by Liverpool

Targeting of resources to tackle inequalities,

Primary Care Trust and run in partnership with

according to evidence base

The Mersey Forest.
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Aims and principles:-

own projects, responding to local needs

Outcomes:Development of social cohesion and social capital
Reduction in social isolation
Increase in interest, engagement, and
achievement of participants, including formal
qualifications
Improved, self-esteem self-efficacy and overall
wellbeing and mental health
Increase in physical activity
Partnerships between participant projects and
with other agencies
Lasting impact for participants and in some
communities
Improvements to local community environments
External programme evaluation was

Considerable social cost savings

conducted by the University of Essex and
demonstrated that the programme met its

Outputs:-

aims and objectives and that wellbeing

38 projects

3,274 participants

improved, by 18% and shifted from below

44 weeks delivery

1,243 events

average to above average wellbeing

867 volunteers

100 partners

compared to the mean score for Liverpool’s

135 people employed

£300,000 investment

population. Comparable initiatives have
demonstrated improvements of around 10%.

The project cost £2.14 per participant per week –
made possible by the dedication, voluntary effort

Participants included young children to elderly

and passion of the delivery organisations and

people, including a 91 year old! Also involved

individuals. Social cost savings were calculated

were people with learning difficulties,

which demonstrate a range of spending that can be

mental or physical disabilities, mental illness,

avoided or redirected by these activities.

unemployed and homeless people, families
seeking asylum and young people with
behavioural or emotional difficulties. The
participants were from very deprived areas
experiencing significant health inequalities.
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Green infrastructure will future proof the city region
providing resilience and the conditions for success.
Evidence
Green Infrastructure brings environmental benefits such as managing flood risk, improving
air quality and biodiversity and providing shade and cooling in a warming climate.
Roadside trees can trap up to 90% of trafﬁc-related air-borne dust particles
Average UK temperatures are predicted to rise by as much as 4°C this century but research
by the University of Manchester shows that 10% increase in the urban tree canopy cover
would cancel out this increase.

Nature’s Edge – 20 year greening programme in Bold Colliery, St. Helens
resulted in property prices rising by £15M and £75M investment for new
development
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Street Trees
A real partnership of funding and commitment came together to bring street trees to 2km of
Four Acre and Sutton Manor in St Helens in order to improve the local environment and air
quality, making it more attractive to walk and cycle and to build resilience to climate change.
The Mersey Forest team carried out door-to-door community consultation to get feedback
about residents’ perceptions of the area and the kinds of trees people preferred as well as
who might be interested in looking after them longer term. 171 trees were then planted and
further planting is now putting trees on key transport routes, residential streets and across
local park spaces.
The project was part-funded by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills via the
Forestry Commission, St.Helens Council, Bold Ward Committee, Re:New St.Helens, Cory
Environmental Trust in Britain and the government’s Big Tree Plant project and the Local
Sustainable Transport Fund.
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LCR’s green infrastructure needs
to be protected and enhanced to
achieve these benefits
Evidence
LCR green infrastructure will only remain an asset if
its quality, scale and accessibility are protected and
enhanced.
There are many threats to LCR GI including:
a reduction in the resources to invest in and
manage our GI
parks and green spaces can be perceived as a
cost and risk reduction in management and
investment may mean losing their environmental,
social and economic qualities
development may present risks to green space
and biodiversity
climate change and altered environmental
conditions threaten biodiversity

Mersey Waterfront Regional Park invested £9M to transform 135km of
coast. Outputs included Southport’s Eco Centre, the Echo Arena and
public realm improvements to support the visitor economy
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The Old Rough Wildflower project
Liverpool City Region is proud to be home to

The project was undertaken to train members

the internationally important and respected

of the Community Environment task team

environmental charity, Landlife, and their

in Creative conservation skills to enable

National Wildflower Centre in Knowsley. The

them to deliver high quality wildflower

Old Rough Wildflower scheme is a landmark

landscapes for the Northwood community.

project for Landlife showing how creative

The work has resulted in over 2 hectares

conservation improves the quality of our

of dramatic wildflower landscapes amid a

landscape and our lives. Old Rough restored

thirty-year old public housing area where

wildflowers to the heart of a new townscape

many people are highly deprived and have

and was given the UK-MAB Urban Wildlife

low expectations in terms of public landscape.

Award for Excellence.

The areas of flowers, close to the summit
of a slight rise in the local terrain, appear

It is a community landscape project, delivering

as a surprise to the visitor. They are much

creative conservation skills and landscapes

admired and appreciated by local residents

in the Northwood area of Kirkby, at an open

and by people who come to visit friends in

space known as the Old Rough. The area

the neighbourhood. People readily express

contains clumps of remnant woodland, but

how delighted they are with the wildflower

was previously largely mown grass between

landscape. It is said to get people out of their

tower blocks built in the 1970s.

flats to walk around the patches of flowers.
Local church people have organised litter
removal and tidying of the area to ensure it
remains attractive.
The Old Rough site is developing a
demonstration value for both local people
and visitors from other areas.
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What are Nature Connected’s key actions
Advocate for, seek to protect and enhance our natural environment
Build strategic influence to maximise our natural assets – particularly with the Local
Enterprise Partnership, Health and Wellbeing Boards , the new Combined Authority,
the six Local Authorities, private sector, landowners and the Voluntary Charitable
and Social Enterprise sector
Create an evidence base to support good decisions in regeneration, planning,
health, environmental management, EU investment and Growth Strategy and
Marketing Liverpool
Deliver the GI framework Action Plan Biodiversity Plan / Ecological Framework
delivery
Connect and collaborate across agencies/groups – eg. Atlantic Gateway
Attract funding to support natural asset development – EU and other

The LCR, by virtue of its location and wealth of environmental assets,
is uniquely positioned for growth with the following sectors show
particular potential: renewable energy (3,000 jobs), micro generation and
retrofitting (3,000 jobs) visitor economy of green tourism, rural economy
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How can you be involved?
Businesses and partners
Actively planning to enhance our assets through your programmes and influence
Using the evidence base to get the GI framework incorporated into policy and delivered
Promoting the importance of our natural assets widely, advocating their role
Maximising the value of any land you have for social, economic and environmental benefits
Community groups and members of the public
Set up green initiatives such as community allotments, taking cue from Natural Choices legacy
Can get involved in grassroots community initiatives like those on Project Dirt
Visiting our amazing natural assets and let others know how valuable they are to you
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Nature Connected Partnership
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Contact Information
For more information on Nature Connected and our plans please visit
www.natureconnected.org
or call The Mersey Forest on (01925) 816 217

All references for the facts in this document are available on our website.
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